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ACCESSORIES

Baggage
Handlers
BAGS

Ame & Lulu offers the
Hampton Tennis Tour
Bag and the Grey Camo
pickleball tote.

For tennis,
pickleball, paddle
and beyond,
there’s a bag to fit
every player.
By Cynthia Sherman
No matter the sport, bags are an
essential part of a player’s gear.
Players should look for bags that
accommodate extras like towels,
drinks, balls and shoes. Bags should
be durable, and waterproof materials are a plus. Finally, consider how it
will be carried—by hand, adjustable
shoulder straps or convertible backpack style. As you will see, there’s
sure to be something out there to suit
every need and style.

• Fashionable bags from Ame & Lulu
include the sturdy, chic canvas
Hamptons Tennis Tour Bag ($148)
with adjustable, removable shoulder
straps that can be worn as a crossbody.
This two-racquet bag, which comes in
a bold array of colors, has mesh pockets
for water and tennis balls, plus an
interior zip pocket to keep valuables
out of sight. Pickleball bags ($68-$92)
come in backpack style and tote. The
nylon zip tote in Grey Camo ($92) has
exterior slip pockets for paddles and
extra interior pockets.
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Ame & Lulu
ameandlulu.com
617-916-1755

Players should look for bags that accommodate extras like towels, drinks, balls and shoes.
Bags should be durable, and waterproof materials are a plus.

Oliver Thomas
theoliverthomas.com • 833-221-0345
•Oliver Thomas bags are luxe and lovely. The signature quilted line includes sport
bags, totes, duffels, backpacks and bags for personal accessories. The Kitchen Sink
Tennis Tote ($225) is billed as the “Swiss Army tool” of bags, with lots of storage,
including a secret compartmented bottom and external secret zip pocket. Available in a host of colors, it holds two racquets, water bottle, has a padded detachable
shoulder strap, is lightweight and machine washable. The pickleball/paddle sling
bag ($125) is equally versatile; the down-like quilted polyester machine-washable
bag has a secure zip pocket, water bottle/ball sleeve, two slip pockets with room
for two paddles, and an internal padded sleeve.

Babolat
babolat.com/us
877-316-9435

Fila
fila.com
410-773-3000

Xenon
xenonpaddle.com
224-249-3666

• Crazy about organization? Babolat
offers the Maxi Backpack ($105), which
features a padded equipment compartment for two racquets, large main area
with a number of storage pockets, dedicated laptop sleeve, vented shoe tunnel
with exterior access, and reinforced
grab-and-go handle and adjustable
padded straps.

• Fila’s Fully Loaded Pickleball Bag
($65) is big enough to store all your
essentials, and features two separate
paddle compartments, a large main
compartment and four accessory
pockets. A thermal-resistant insulated
pocket to keep the chill on your water
bottle rounds out this bag.

• Xenon says its paddles and bags are
designed by paddle players, for paddle
players. Its Paddle Bag ($80), made of
heavy-duty synthetic leather, comes in
white or black, with blue or pink writing, holds two paddles, and offers lots
of space with storage pockets, a mesh
area for wet clothes or shoes, and even a
bottle opener on a retractable line.
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Tangerine
tangerinepaddle.com
415-722-3991

Gamma
gammasports.com
412-323-0335

Doubletake
shopdoubletake.com
800-979-5645

• A newcomer to the accessory scene,
Tangerine offers a topnotch paddle
tennis bag ($195), which comes in a
variety of color trims against a natural
background. The heavyweight canvas
duck bag with cotton twill detailing
features a zip side pocket that can hold
two paddles. The roomy bag also sports
two open top pouches, water-resistant
nylon mesh, a zip sleeve and a water
bottle sleeve.

• Gamma’s Pro Pickleball Backpack
($90) is for hardcore players, with six
different size compartments, including
a large main pocket and a large padded
pocket that can hold three paddles, side
pockets for balls and water bottles, and
a separated bottom wet-dry compartment.

• Doubletake makes three sizes of
bags for tennis/pickleball players: a
tote (Paris) for just the essentials; a
backpack/tote (Melbourne) for the
average load; and a large tote/duffel
(London) that holds four racquets/
paddles ($124-$184). The medium faderesistant, lightweight Melbourne ($154,
shown) tote-to-backpack convertible
bag comes in five colors and has padded
pockets for phone and sunglasses, a
wet-dry compartment and room for
two racquets.
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